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People attend a preview of an exhibition by Chinese artist Ai Weiwei titled “In Search of Humanity” at the Albertina
museum in Vienna.

In this picture truck artist Haider Ali works on a pair of sneakers at his workshop in Karachi.
— AFP photos

Truck artist Haider Ali works on a pair of sneakers at his workshop in Karachi.

Artist Haider Ali (left) works on a truck at a workshop in Karachi. Artist Haider Ali (right) works on a truck at a workshop in Karachi.

A woman looks at a work by Chinese artist Ai Weiwei during a preview for his exhibition “In Search of Humanity” at
the Albertina museum in Vienna, Austria.

Putin book tops
UK bestsellers
after Abramovich
sued author

Abook about Russian President
Vladimir Putinʼs inner circle written by
a British journalist has topped the UK

bestseller list, its publisher said yesterday,
after the author was sued by Chelsea owner
Roman Abramovich. Catherine Beltonʼs
“Putinʼs People”, first published in 2020, “is
the number one bestselling NF (non-fiction)
paperback in the UK”, William Collins Books
publishing director Arabella Pike said in a
tweet. It was at number seven on The
Sunday Times bestsellers list last week.

The critically acclaimed book by a former
Financial Times Moscow correspondent
faced an onslaught of law suits from Russian
oligarchs including Abramovich, three of
whom have now been targeted by UK sanc-
tions. The book was a Sunday Times best-
seller when it first came out and sales have
spiked again as the war in Ukraine focuses
interest on Russiaʼs leader. “I wish the cir-
cumstances were different. But Iʼm very
grateful for all the attention to Putinʼs
People,” Belton tweeted.

She thanked publisher Harper Collins “for
making sure that it remained on the book-
shelves despite an unprecedented barrage
of lawsuits last year”. The publisher eventu-
ally settled out of court in December last
year with the main claimant Abramovich. It
agreed to alter some passages in future edi-
tions of the book about him, including over
the Kremlinʼs role in his acquisition of
Chelsea football club.

Belton spoke to the House of Commons
Foreign Affairs Committee on Tuesday at a
discussion on the use of such lawsuits to
hinder public participation in politics. “No
matter how good the sourcing is on some of
these claims, and how great the public inter-
est is, the cases are just too expensive to
defend, the system is stacked in favor of
deep-pocketed litigants from the outset,” she
told the committee. “Quite frankly when we
were facing it at the beginning, I didnʼt know
whether the publisher would be able to with-
stand the barrage of claims,” she said.

“I mean this is five big cases from some
of the worldʼs richest men all at the same
time, and I didnʼt know whether we would
have to withdraw the book.” Abramovich,
who bought Chelsea in 2003, was placed
under UK sanctions on March 10, including
an asset freeze, a travel ban and a ban on
transactions with UK individuals and busi-
nesses. These sanctions mean he would
now not be able to launch such legal action
at the High Court using a British law firm.
The UK has altered  legislation to make it
easier to impose sanctions on oligarchs who
have already been placed under sanctions
by ally countries.—AFP

Russiaʼs invasion of Ukraine has
revealed the “shaking foundation” of
democracy, Chinese dissident artist

Ai Weiwei said as he unveiled what he
said was the biggest retrospective of his
work to date. Reflecting on the war and
the massive refugee crisis it has created,
Ai expressed fears for “our... so-called
peaceful life since World War Two”
“Suddenly we feel the... foundation is
shaking of democracy and freedom,” he
told journalists in Vienna Tuesday.

He was speaking at the Albertina
Modern gallery where the show, “In
Search of Humanity”, opened yesterday.
While condemning Russiaʼs invasion of its
neighbor as “unacceptable”, Ai expressed
concern about increasing global divisions.
A “Cold War psychology is not going to
work”, he said. The new exhibition, which
he described as “critical and radical”, dis-
plays several works that are responses to

the experiences of those fleeing war and
persecution.

There is a striking arrangement of life
jackets found on the shores of the Greek
island of Lesbos, arranged around a giant
crystal ball in a lotus-like installation. That
piece is also typical of the monumental
nature of much of the work on show,
which comprises more than 50 tons of
material. None of his previous shows, he
said, had had such broad coverage of his
work. It charts the evolution of his artistic
work and political activism over several
decades.

Dystopian dollsʼ houses 
What Ai calls the current “crisis of

human rights and freedom of speech” is
starkly portrayed in a life-size replica of
the cell where he was held and interrogat-
ed after his 2011 arrest by the Chinese
police. A set of dioramas beside it depict

scenes from his interrogation, like dystopi-
an dollsʼ houses. Some of his more recent
works, such as the treadmill used by his
friend Julian Assange during his stay at
the Ecuadorian embassy in London, are
perhaps not the easiest to read. Others

however, pack a more direct emotional
punch.

A huge installation makes use of
twisted rebars salvaged from a school
destroyed in the 2008 Sichuan earth-
quake, which killed more than 80,000

people. The work stands as a testament
to the thousands of children killed when
poorly constructed school buildings col-
lapsed. Irreverence and humor are also
on display, such as in the series of pho-
tos of Aiʼs famous middle finger directed
at sites such as the ceremonial gate in
Beijingʼs Tiananmen Square. They are
arrayed beneath a four-letter word lit up
in neon.

He also makes extensive use of Lego
as a medium-in one case to recreate the
Saudi flag. Instead of the Islamic profes-
sion of belief, the flag is emblazoned
with the reported last words of journalist
Jamal Khashoggi during his 2018 mur-
der in Istanbulʼs Saudi consulate: “I canʼt
breathe”. The show runs until
September 4.—AFP

Haider Ali dabs a brush with an iri-
descent glob of paint and gets to
work on a pair of sparkling white

trainers-his latest canvas for a carnival of
color celebrating Pakistani culture.
Pakistanʼs lorries are renowned for “truck
art”: candy-colored murals depicting
South Asian animals, celebrities and reli-
gious icons. The tradition transforms the
highways and cities into kaleidoscopic
processions. And now Ali-a veteran truck
artist-has transposed the painting onto
sneakers.

“A client came to me from the US ask-
ing me to paint shoes,” he explained. “I
told him an exorbitant fee to discourage
him but he agreed, so I decided to get on
with it.” He labors on each pair for up to
four days, charging select clients $400 for

a set featuring bespoke patterns and
motifs.

Since he started painting trainers in
January, he has dispatched eight pairs-to
places in Pakistan and abroad-with new
orders arriving every four days after a
surge of social media interest. “The ideas
keep coming to me,” the 42-year-old
mused. “Itʼs in human nature to decorate
ourselves and the things around us.”
Cross-legged in his Karachi rooftop stu-
dio, he flips a pair of high-top Nikes to
reveal the image of a luminous pink hawk
and a gazing yellow eye, framed by hyp-
notic bulbous fringes. Another pair ready
for shipping bears a shimmering peacock.

ʻIn the zoneʼ 
Some say the practice of adorning

trucks began in the 1940s when hauliers
crafted vibrant logos communicating their
brand identity to a largely illiterate public.
Others claim the artistic one-upmanship
began with bus drivers competing to lure
passengers. Today, the trade is one of
Pakistanʼs most famous cultural exports,
cutting against the countryʼs more austere
reputation for social conservatism.

Ali comes from a family of truck artists,
who eked out a living at the roadside
yards where drivers eagerly surrender
slim pay packets to decorate their vehi-
cles. Strolling through the Yusuf Goth
truck yard, his tinted glasses and slight
swagger lend him an air of celebrity. “I get
in the zone when I feel a connection to
the art,” he said. “If I pause, the ideas stop
flowing.” He came to fame outside

Pakistan when his work was exhibited at
the US Smithsonian Museum in 2002,
helping him hone a reputation as an inter-
national ambassador for truck art.

He has applied his craft to a plane, a
VW Beetle, and even a womanʼs body at
the Burning Man festival in the United
States. Aliʼs cottage industry offers numer-
ous advantages. He is stowed away from
the din of the roadside yards, and his
fashion clients give him full creative free-
dom, unlike truck drivers who peer over
his shoulder. But as with trucks, the deco-
ration on shoes will not last forever. After
three or four years, it will chafe, crack and
fade-offering a fresh canvas for yet more
artwork. — AFP

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei poses during a preview of his exhibition “In Search of Humanity” at
the Albertina museum in Vienna, Austria. — AFP photos


